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VOLUME 7, NUMBER 10

Panthers
by Michael Kilpatrick
and Mike Bennett
In regards to the article "NonViolence Versus Violence as a
Means to Freedom," which appeered in Vol. 7, No. 4 of The
Thorn (Oct. 15, 1971), we the undersigned would like to clear up a
few misleading statements. It is
articles such as this which are
written with little or no knowledge of the truth that have prejudiced the minds of many people,
both Black and White, when it
comes to the Black Panther Party
or the Black Movement in general.
These misconceptions are instilled
in the minds of people who read
these articles.
To begin with, the author -makes
an assumption concerning the use
of the black panther as a symbol
for the party. The author states
"They probably chose the name
for the aggression and violence
this animal symbolizes." A little
research would have revealed that
this is not the case. ". . the
Black Panthers a name chosen because the panther is reputed never to make an unprovoked attack
but to defend itself ferociously
whenever it is attacked." (The
Black Panthers Speak, Philip S.
Foner ed., Cprt. 1970, p.xv). The
original name for the party was
the "Black Panther Party for
Self-Defense."
The words "for
Self-Defense" were dropped from
the name because ". . . the title
laid too much stress on the simple
idea of self-defense and not enough
on the group's identity as a political party with a program." (The
Black Panthers, Gene Marine,
1969, p37).
The author might have delved
into the party's program before
labeling them rioters, looters, etc.,
who believe that "violence is the
only way to wake people up to
their demands in a hurry." He
seems to have failed to mention
anything that would produce a favorable opinion of the Panthers,
either purposely or because this is
all that has been presented to
him. It might not have occured
to him that the Black Panthers
are sponsoring free breakfast programs for hungry children, or that
they are trying to improve the
living conditions of all Black people.
We hope that through this article we have opened the minds of
many people who were previously
ignorant to the other side of the
Black Panthers.
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Non-Credit
Course Planned
A non-credit course for those intending to take the Professional
Engineers Examination for Registration next spring is being
planned by Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology.
The course will be given as part
of Rose-Hulman's continuing education series and will begin January 25 and meet one night a week
for 12 weeks as a review for the
two-day Indiana Board of Registration examination to be given
April 21-22 in Indianapolis and
three to four other sites in Indiana.
In announcing the refresher
course, Prof. Irvin P. Hooper, Director of Continuing Education
at Rose-Hulman, urged those interested in participating in the
program to advise the college of
their intentions and any special
interests they would like to see
covered in the course. Cost of
the course is $84.00.
Hooper also advised those planning to take the examination to
submit their application at once in
view of the 90 days required to
process the application. Applica(Continued on Page Six)
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ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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"SNOW JOB?

Question No. 1—
What is your reaction to the
term "Snow Job?"
Mr. Murdoch: You're referring
to the so-called "snow job," which
I think every admission office is
accused of at one time or another.
We make every attempt to orient
the staff members and to obtain a
profile of the school prior to a
man going on the road. I can
assure everyone that we've done
out homework carefully and that
there has been no attempt to
"snow" anyone. I believe our students enjoy making comments to
this effect and to make isSue about
this in articles and discussions ...
we enjoy it, too, that is, the interplay between the students and the
a.dmissions staff about the "snow
job." Quite frankly, I don't know
of very many college admissions
officers that have as much of a
pulse for their campus as ours do.
We communicate with the students
on every level—intramurals, athletics, social, and in some cases,
academically.
We feel that we
have a very good pulse for the
campus and we're able to provide
the prospective students with a
candid impression of the school.
Now, as far as pointing out the
advantages . . . this is our job.
We're not supposed to go out and
downgrade the institution. It's
true, we're supposed to tell it like
it is, and we do. The one thing
that students forget, especially
upper level students, is that the
school has changed very quickly
over the past years, and something
that we may have talked about or
said or outlined for a student back
in 1968 or 1969 may not be applicable at Rose today. Therefore,
they have to remember that the
school is changing, and many of
the things we talk about, for example, small classes, quality instruction, close student-faculty relationship, have changed somewhat. Rose is bigger now, and
we've changed our presentation accordingly.
Question No. 2:
Aside from the social life, what
is the major point of contention?
We have a lot of bright students
that come to Rose and I feel it's
human nature for a student to
make an excuse for not doing well.
The point is this: for the first
time many of them are up against
really stiff competition, and many
of our students at Rose pull the
first C or D that they've ever had
in their life. I'm sure that they're
going to blame somebody for this
.. . if they want to vent their dissatisfaction with the admissions of-

flee or, to say that we deceived
them, or misrepresented the school,
that's all right with me, as long
as they register their "bitch" with
me personally and not when we're
giving a campus tour to a prospective applicant. I don't feel
that many of the comments that
I have heard have been made in
malice. We're kind of a popular
thing to "knock" and we can live
with this.
Question No. 3:
What class level of students do
the most complaining?
I would say that beginning
around the sophomore year, that's
when it begins to pick up. Generally the freshmen are pretty
content, they're still caught up in
the newness and uniqueness of the
program. Sophomores tend to be
a little more vocal about what's
wrong with the school. I think
by the time a fellow gets to his
senior year he's beginning to see
where his education at Rose is
beginning to mean something to
him.
Question No. 4:
What is the present status of
applications? And the outlook for
enrollment next year?
First of all, we're coming off
three winning seasons in a row.
We've done, we think, an excellent
job of attracting a top level freshman class. We've done it in the
face of a declining engineering enrollment across the country. We've
done it while having to stand toeto-toe with many of the large
state universities with lower costs
and we've still been able to compete successfully against them.
We're in a situation now which
doesn't look very good. For example, population in general is
leveling off ,there are fewer high
school students going on to college
these days, junior colleges and vocational training is becoming more
popular and more acceptable. Coupled with this, a large number of
our students come from the metropolitan areas of Indiana, and these
all have regional campuses available. For example, a student can
now go to I.U.—P.U.I. and get a
four year engineering degree for
about $1,200 a year. Another issue which is hampering us is the
fact that a lot of adverse publicity
has been given to the engineering
profession with regard to the environmental crisis. This isn't
helping our cause at all. A lot of
very strong high school students
are beginning to look for • the
catch phrases . . . "environmental
engineering," "ecology," "environ(Contznued on Page Three)

NURDS VS.
SCREWDRIVERS

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1971

A FEMALE VIEW
OF ROSE MEN

by William R. Sinex
The Rose-Hulman campus has
been known to have a great deficiency in female population. In
order to obtain the feminine viewpoint of Rose-Hulman men and
their behavior towards girls, I interviewed Miss Ushula Gehrung,
a new visitor to Rose-Hulman's
campus this year. Miss Gehrung's
opinions reveal a rather hidden
side of the Rose man's approach
to women.
WRS: Approximately how many
times have you visited the RoseHulman campus?
UEG: About seven times in all.
WRS: When was the first time
that you came to the campus?
UEG: August 3, 1971.
WRS: Then you must have come
down during Summer Institute.
Is that correct?
UEG: Yes.
WRS: Why did you come down?
UEG: I came to visit my boy
friend Robb, whom I hadn't seen
for six weeks. I went to Europe
during the summer.
WRS: What was your first impression of the campus?
UEG: When I finally found the
place, I loved it!
WRS: What intrigued you most
about "the place?"
UEG: The quiet. It was really
peaceful and I like that.
WRS: Explain what you mean
by quiet and peaceful. Weren't
there other people around?
UEG: There were quite a few
people, including one lady trying
to find the Student Union building, who thought I was a student.
But the thing I liked most was
the calm air of the place. The hustle and hurry were missing and
you could hear birds. It was nice.
WRS: How were you received
by the men attending the Institute?
UEG: The guys were all terrifically helpful. It was only the second day of Institute, and they
really didn't know a lot of people,
but they tried to help me find
Robb anyway. I finally wound up
at the Union during lunch, where
most of the guys seemed shocked
to see a girl. Even staring their
eyes out and running into each
other with their trays, they recognized the fact that I was there
for a specific purpose and left me
alone.
WRS: And you have since returned to the campus while the
regular school session was in progress?
UEG: Yes, about two times.
WRS: Have you noticed any
marked difference between the behavior of the freshmen in August
and the entire student body during
the first quarter term?
UEG: I don't know if I can
really compare the two. I haven't
had too much contact with the upperclassmen. There were several
older students from the fraternities who were really sweet. They
helped Robb and I have a pleasant
Saturday afternoon. The freshNEW YORK CITY URBAN
men don't act any differently than
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
they did during Institute. They
Mayor John V. Lindsay recently still leave me alone.
sent a letter to the President of
WRS: Why is it that the freshyour university and to 400 other men leave you alone? Do they
colleges and universities through- have their own and other girls on
out the country announcing the campus?
fourth year of the national compeUEG: I think it's that they
tition of the New York City Urban know I'm attached.
Fellowship Program. In addition
WRS: Have you seen any other
to the President, application mate- girls on the Rose-Hulman campus?
rials were also sent to the Dean
UEG: There was a slave aucof the College, Director of Urban tion on campus; there were quite
Studies Program, Director of Fel- a few girls then. The fraternilowships, and the President of the ties had some girls out for a little
Student Government. Your inter- sister project and there were some
est and cooperation are vital to then. I've seen some of the guys
the continued sUccess of the Pro- with girl friends, but it seems like
gram and we hope you will assist most of the guys just leave the
us by publishing the information campus to see their girl friends
contained in this memorandum.
instead of the other way around.
The Program is designed to ofWRS: What were the students'
(Con/weed on Page Seven)
(Continued on Page Fzt,e)
by Steve Reed
Much has been said about
Nurds; most of it has been derogatory. Now it is time to say a
little about those live-it-up, pseudoswingers, the Screwdrivers. These
are the characters who are usually out screwing around when the
diligent Nurds are trying to study.
The Screwdrivers are the ones
that roll a firecracker under some
guy's door at 11:00 p.m. They
are the ones that shaving cream a
guy's door. A Screwdriver is a
person who participates in intradorm wars between the various
floors. In general they are a
bunch of hell raisers that are out
for a good time.
The Screwdriver thinks of himself as an individual and as a
swinger. Actually, since they
seem to be in something of a
majority, they are the sheep. They
follow a leader or the guy that
comes up with any idea. It is the
exceptional individual that studies
while the halls are filled with
screams, blaring stereos, or the
echoes of a water balloon war. It
takes a really exceptional person
that can resist the urge to go out
and join in, but sees education as
more important. It is the sheep,
the Screwdrivers, that go out and
raise hell while their education
and money is doing down the
drain.
On the other side of the fence
we have the Nurds. As I have
said, there has already been much
discussion on the subject of
Nurds. Briefly, just to refresh
memories, the Nurd is the guy
that is constantly studying. He
has no social life and wants none.
He will participate in some events
but wants no part of preparing
them.
A Nurd may or may not be at
the top of his class but if he is
not, it is not because he did not
try. He may be super smart and
use this to get to the top. He
may be super dumb so he has to
study hard to keep up. Whatever
the case, more power to him. His
social life may be lacking but to
say it is non-existent would be
exaggerating even though they do
not have a lot of time for playing around. Failure to help in
preparing for school events is not
out of pure apathy but again the
time factor comes into being.
In closing, the questions all disintegrates down to this: Should I
screw around now like most everyone else or do I get a good education first and then have my fun
after I get a good paying job? The
Nurds seem to have the best idea
on this, and that is education, job,
and money first, then fun. Upon
thinking about it this allows a
long range plan. A lifetime of
screwing around backed up by
money to do it with. All said and
done, the Nurds seem to have a
lot going for themselves.
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"MERRY CHRISTMAS"

Contribution

Tbe Tborn

by Stan Baker
The following story is an idiom
of the age of technology as told
to me one morning about 3:00 a.m.
by a prophet named Jack Daniels.
Once upon a time there was an
engineer—civil, electrical, mechanical, etc., (you know the kind)—
who lived in Terre Haute. Despite this fact he was quite happy
for he was a 1953 graduate of
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. Every morning when he
got out of bed he would put on
his clothes in front of the full
length mirror he had installed on
the ceiling of his bedroom. His
wife considered it a nuisance to
keep clean, but she was an understanding woman and never bothered him about it. She thought
the purchase of a step ladder a
small price to pay for a faithful,
God-fearing husband. After all,
they're so rare these days.
Our friend was a man of many
interests: an uncommonly bright
fellow for his age. He drove to
work every morning in a 1949
Willis Jeep and would relish
thoughts of a productive, instructive day ahead. He always started out early and drove slowly so
as to hit all the red lights. You
see, he had discovered an unusual
phenomenon a counle of years ago.
Whenever a traffic light would
change, an idea would pop into
his head—why or from where he
could never figure out. The red
Pretty Miss Christine McAlister is our December MISS THORN.
to green ones always made the
best ideas. He was not one to
She is a Junior Music Major at St. Mary-of-the-Woods College.
question fate, having been schooled
Her home town is Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
in opportunism, so he used these
ideas to his maximum benefit. His
star has risen rapidly through
company ranks, and he was now
the proud owner of a passkey to
by Bill Strahle
the executive washroom. One day
Opening Item: Congratulations second quarter, only eight weeks while musing over ways to put
ey ch
his life, a
to Mrs. Cowdrey and her hus- in length, would begin in Janu- more fun and zest in
h c proPop!
for photo
band! They've just celebrated their ary. (I know what you're think- red traffic light changed.
ter-'
to
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nece
it
d
oos s
du
ing, but the teaching time would As the smoke cleared a
fifteenth wedding anniversary.
pursed
Thorn.
his
of
to
out
'buttons
seeped
smile
tura. 0
ml
Item: Many thanks and well be equalized by lengthening the
ultimate
!II
clear that th,L:0 ehage
,mak
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wishes to Glen FUZ of the Rose periods in this quarter to 60 min- lips. He had it! The
enjoy life
actn,
our
for
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sole
the
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Maintenance Department, who is utes.) Well, eight weeks later idea! The best way to
surround
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retiring after putting in 16 years would come another break. The ALL the time was to
caused the situation to res. 1
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things he enat this Institute. A party and last quarter would be the same as himself with the
sa lio alternative. The Pl'Obi,1:6
where,
solution
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Service,
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That evening he
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"What's wrong darling?" she
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er's Planning Guide" has been
right
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that two professors have come
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by Dave Wanninger
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"SNOW JOB?"
(Contlnued fronz Page One)
mental health." They're not looking far enough into the engineering fields that already have ecology programs which are already
sensitive to the environmental
question; for example, biological
engineering, civi 1, mechanical,
chemical: the ones that we offer
here. But, they're looking elsewhere.
Question No. 5:
What about our tuition?
Of course, money is always the
big question. Every time that we
raise tuition and fees, this means
that we've reduced the number of
students in the market by a proportionate figure. Therefore, we
have to stay closer to Indiana to
cash in on the Indiana State Commission Scholarships. Essentially,
an Indiana boy becomes closer to
a cash paying customer than the
Illinois boy ,the Ohio, or the New
York boy. Incidentally, I should

UNITED
AUTO PARTS
A COMPLETE Line
of Automotive Parts
OPEN:
8:00 a.m. — 8:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday
8:00 a.m. — 4:30 p.m. Saturday

1102 Wabash Avenue
PHONE 232-0906

mention that Rose receives, on a
per capita basis, more Indiana
State Commission Scholarship winners than any other school in the
state, and on a dollar basis, we're
third in total number of dollars
received ,right behind Purdue and
Indiana University. And when
you realize that we only have 250
Indiana boys in our freshman class
each year ,this is an astounding
figure. Eighty-five per cent of
our incoming Indiana freshmen
will be State Commission Scholarship winners. I suppose that we're
the only school in the state to actually deny admission to a state
scholarship candidate. This has
happened in the past, and I'm sure
it will happen again.
But, in summary of our problem, it's one where we're going to
have to rely upon a team effort
from the student body, from the
faculty, from the alumni, and, of
course, from our admissions staff.
Everybody's going to have to get
involved here. If we miss our
freshman class by 50 men, this essentially puts a $100,000 hole in
our annual operating budget in
terms of income. Fifty students
to a large .university i§ really just
a "spit in the bucket," but fifteen
students to us is a sizable number, and so we scratch for every
applicant that we can.
Question No. 6:
What about standards?
I should mention that we are
not lowering our standards, in fact,
we've upgraded our standards
steadily the last four or five years.
We have admitted a few students
in the past two or three years who,
by our present admission standards, do not meet our requirements. I'm talking now about a
student who ranks very high in
his class, but he doesn't have a
550 math score, or about the student who might not rank quite as

MEIS

DOWNTOWN
and PLAZA NORTH
DOWNTOWN-Tues. thru Fri. 9:30 to
8:30, Sat. 9:30 to 5:30, Sun. 12:30 to
5:30, Mon. 10 to 8:30.
PL AZA NORTH-Mon. thru Sat. 10:30
to 9:30, Sun. 12 to 6.

OPEN NIGHTS
and
SUNDAYS

Red Carpet's

THE BOTTOM HMS
YOUNG MEN'S

BLUE DENIM
BUSH JE11S
by
UNIQUE
FITS GUYS
AND GALS TO
PERFECTION

100% Cotton, Blue Denim. Wide belt loops, flare
bottoms. Si zes 26 to 36.
$3.0.
(Sketched)

MEIS Red Carpet's — — —
"THEBOTTOMHALF"
First Floor Balcony
DOWNTOWN and
PLAZA NORTH

Use Your MEIS Student
Account. NO INTEREST, NO CARRYING
CHARGE. (Inquire at
Credit Office, Third
Floor.
Allow
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well in his high school class, but
has outstanding testing and good
senior grades. In other words,
our admissions decisions are going
to be based on a student's potential for success, and not as much
on a high school transcript or historical document up through the
junior year. However, he's going
to have to prove himself during
his senior year . . . he must have
good grades during his last year.
Why should we penalize a man
who got a C- or a D in a French
course as a sophomore, when he is
able to do the job as a senior and
prove to us at that time that he's
ready for collegiate level work, in
a competitive program such as we
have?
Question No. 7:
'Why and how can students help
on the recruiting program?
In answer to your question, why
should students help us? They
should do it for the sake of loyalty
to the school. Number 1, I think
any man that attends Rose certainly ought to have some spark
of loyalty in him with regard to
the school. It's only natural to
go back at Christmas time and
summer time and talk to high
school students and other people
and tell them the kind of school
that you go to and that you think
that it's a good place. From
more of an economic or selfish
standpoint, I think the student
should do it in order to keep tuition "as low as possible. If we do
miss a freshman class badly, then
the only way we can make up for
the loss of income is by raising
tuition, and of course, this affects
all the students on the campus. I
think any student, getting back to
this pride factor, wants their
school to provide the best possible
programs available, and we're only
going to be able to do this with
full enrollment with the type of
student that it takes to succeed
here. We want to be winners on
all fronts—we want to be winners
in mechanical engineering, we
want to be winners in math, we
want to be winners in placement,
we want to be winners on the athletic field. And so I think that
each and every student is obligated here to see to it that we maintain the type of program that's
going to be attractive to potential
candidates, and he should go out
of his way to find the type of man
that can succeed here.
Question No. 8:
How can we help?
Students can help by going back
to their high schools and by just
promoting Rose in general to
friends, neighbors, relatives, associates, and, of course, what we
would like to see is for students
to become involved in a phone campaign over the Christmas holidays.
So if a man lives in Indianapolis
and we know of five or six potential applicants from his high
school, we would like for him to
call these students at their homes
over the Christmas holidays, answer any questions that they need
answered. Getting back to this old
idea of the "snow job," we want
these students to be as candid as
they can. But if they're just going to be doing this to be running
the school down, then we don't
want them to be participating in
the program and they shouldn't
volunteer their services.
We will provide any interested
student with a roster of names and
phone numbers and a brief description of the student he's talking to. The brief description
would include something about his
possible major, whether or not he's
involved in other activities — in
other words, something to give
you a basis on which to start a
conversation if you don't know
the student first hand. Also, another thing that's helpful to us is
that if the prospect is definitely
not interested, then we want to
get this information back so that

Pregnant?
Need Help?
We will help any woman regardless
of race, religion, age or financial
status. We do not moralize, but
merely help women obtain qualified
Doctors for abortions, if this is
what they desire. Please do not
delay, an early abortion is more
simple and less costly, and can be
performed on an out patient basis.

Call:

404 524-4781
Woman's Medical
Assistanc• of Dallas, Inc.

8 AM-10 PM-7 DAYS
A NON-PROFIT

ORGANIZATION

we can take him off our mailing
list.
Question No 9:
What's our present batting average in comparing the number of
students admitted to those enrolled?
We had a total of 560 applications last year, we admitted just
over 500 students and ended up
with a freshman class of 355. This
means our yield, our batting average, between those accepted and
was someplace
those enrolled
around 70 per cent We're -going
to have to improve on this yield
figure this year because we fully
suspect that there will be a decrease in the number of applications received. We're running behind last year's rate by a good
amount already.
Question No 10:
/s there a lot of pressure to
meet your freshman quota?
You asked me about pressure.
Yes! We're all under pressure
here and if we don't do our job
right in the admissions office, this
effects everybody in the entire
school. This affects the professors, the janitorial' staff, the administration, everybody . . . because if we don't do our job, our
costs, our tuition, are going to increase per student.
Question No. 11:
Are you and you4d staff paid in
direct relationship to the number
of students you recruit?
As far as salary is concerned,
we're not on a commission, we're
not head hunters. Admissions
work is a profession, and it is an
important one, and we feel that
we perform our jobs in a very
professional way. Certainly if we
have a good year and can balance
the budget, then not only my salary is going to be affected , but
everybody's salary in the entire
school is going to be affected. Also,
budgets for particular degree programs, equipment budgets, everything is going to be affected by
the kind of admissions job that
we're able to perform.
Question No. 12:
Do you feel you're adequately
staffed?
In terms of professional staff,
I think we have enough men. We
have, including myself, five admissions people here and three
secretaries, two full time, one part
time; we could use additional secretarial help, but we're trying now
to pick up some of the additional
work load with work study boys,
and I'm sure that we're going to
be employing more work study
boys in the future.
Question No. 13:
How expensive is it to travel,
as extensively as you do?
We'll visit over the course of
the year about 1500 high schools.
They'll mainly be in the mid-west,
because this is where our reputation is and these are the easy
places to get to. What we try to
do is to get as much mileage out
of our budget as we can, and, consequently, we must continue to go
to Indiana and also to the large
metropolitan areas of the mid-west
where there is a heavy concentration of students. It is very expensive to put a man on the road.
For example, you can't get into
a decent motel for much less than
$9 or $10 a night, and of course,
when we go on the road, we try
to share lodging with (male) representatives from other schools as
best we can. In tel ms of mileage,
each one of the staff will travel
in the neighborhood of 20,000 miles
each year. Of course, we reimburse them for mileage, and we
pay for all their expenses on the
road, but this is a very costly item
in our admissions budget, and we
have to be careful to make sure
our visits are really priority visits
in order to get the best mileage
out of our budget as we can.
Question No. 14:
Where do you get the names of
prospective students?
Our number one contact is with
the high school counselor and generally if we go to the high school
at a time convenient to the personnel there, we stand a good
chance of talking to a small group
of students interested in engineering and science. Of course, we
follow up on each one of these
contacts individually with tailormade notes to the students, and in
some cases with hand written
notes. Of course, we get a large
volume of mail, and we follow up
on these immediately, as well as
on all referrals irom alumni, faculty, and students.
A large number of students will
send us the results of their college
board test scores and we try to

get on those letters immediately
by sending the results of the
scores to the students even before
they hear from their own high
schools. So there are a variety of
ways, by word of mouth, by actual
personal contact through the high
school and through written inquiry.
This year we have about 1,200
students in our inquiry file. We
would like to increase this number
in the near future so that we
have a larger pool to draw from.
Question No. 15:
Do you think broadening the
curriculum helps attract students?
I think the pre-med move was
one of the best moves we ever
made from a recruiting standpoint.
The only thing we're going to hav.?
to be careful of is that we have to
be absolutely sure that these men
are able to go on to medical school
if they meet the other requirements. Again, this gets back to
this business of misrepresentation.
We're telling people now that we
have a legitimate pre-medical
program and I think it's now up
to the department chairmen and
the Dean of Faculty to establish
the fact that we do have a legitimate pre-riled program and that
this is acceptable at some of the
best medical schools in the country.
Question No. 16:
TVhat about women?
I think there are a lot of rumors flying around about the possibility of going co-ed. My personal opinion is, that if we were
to be going co-ed, we'd attract in
the neighborhood of eight to twelve
girls per year, annually. My feeling is that this would not be a
true co-educational environment,
if that's what the ,:--tudent body is
after. From an economic standpoint, it presents some problems,
and of course, just because an
applicant is a girl that doesn't
mean that she can pay a larger
portion of her way to go to Rose.
We still are going to have to consider her for financial aid.
Question No. 17:
Have you had any female applicants?
We're had no real crusaders as
far as women are concerned. We
did have one girl who applied, and
this was a case of mistaken identity. We informed her that at
this time we were not co-ed and
were not going to consider her
application any further.
Question No. 18:
Will the reduction in the freshman class make your job easier?
Some people are saying that
since we are reducing the size of
the student body, by dropping our
freshman input from 350 down
to 335, our job will be easier this
year. In view of the national
situation, the national attitude,
the economy and increased competition from other schools, our job's
not going to be a bit easier; in
fact, it's going to be a good deal
harder.
To give you an idea of the impact of the negative attitude toward engineering and science
right now, Purdue University,
which normally enrolls an engineering class of around 1400, only
enrolled 1000 students last year, a
deficit of 400 men. Consequently,
Purdue is out in real force this
fall, and this is making our job
a lot tougher. National surveys
indicate that freshman engineering enrollment will drop another
25 per cent this year.
Question No. 19:
Do you have any other comments to make?
I would like also to thank the
numbers of student body and the
faculty for volunteering their services, for giving campus tours, for
participating in our Open House,
and the number of faculty people
who have written rather lengthy
letters in some instances to prospective candidates. I also wish to
thank the students who have gone
out of their way to meet a student
when they're on the campus from
their own high school ,also to the
athletic teams and the coaches in
that area for their tremendous effort to attract a scholar-athlete to
the campus. These have all helped
make our job effective, and I can't
say enough as to our appreciation
for everybody's support.
Even though Methuselah was a
famous biblical figure, his contemporaries considered him a dirty
old man.
Chemistry Professors are not
soluble in any proportion in chloroform or any other solvent for
that matter.
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FINAL EXAM
by James R. Powell
The following questions have
been provided exactly as stolen
from the files of the sainted scholars who are often referred to as
professors. Maybe you remember
seeing one or two of them on your
final exams:
1. Military Science: There is a
red telephone and a copy of Dr.
Strangelove on the desk beside
you. Start World War III. Report at length on the socio-political effects if any, and the change
in the erotic sexual habits of:
A. Ground squirrels in oak trees.
B. A Bumbashooti Native in the
Umbwebwe Valley.
C. Polyunsaturated Moxie.
2. Biology: Create Life. Estimate the changes in subsequent
primate culture had the Emancipation Proclamation been developed 500 million years earlier, with
special attention to the effect on
the English Parliamentary system.
3. Mathematics: A freight train
133 meters long is approaching a
crossing 464 yards away, traveling
83.4 miles per hour and decelerating at a rate of 3645'4 nanometers/furlong2. A primer coated
Edsel, piloted by the members of
a well known racing club heading
for a beer blast are also approaching the crossing and at a distance
of .808 miles from the cros3ing
are accelerating from their present speed of 164.999 kilometers/
hour at a rate of 678.5 bushels/
acre. How much will the junk
yard pay for one caboose full of
scrap metal?
4. Engineering: The disassembled parts of a high-powered rifle
have been placed in a combination
safe under your desk. On the table next to you is a copy of Houdini's Memoirs and a rifle instruction manual printed in Swahili. In
ten minutes a hungry Bengal tiger
will be admitted into the room.
Take whatever action you feel appropriate.
5. Physics: You have been provided with 100,000 Eveready batteries, 27 feet of sewer pipe, two
Japanese transistor radios and a
kitchen sink. Desig-n and build a
linear accelerator of at least 5
Bev. Take the provided Uranium
sample and create element No.
126. Flace the finished sample in
the provided plastic box.
6. Chemistry: This is a problem
in laboratory dexterity. On your
desk you will find a razor blade,
a wad of cotton and a bottle of
Boone's Farm Apple Wine. Remove your appendix. Do not suture until your work has been inspected. You have fifteen minutes.
7. Humanities: Three thousand
riot-crazed bloodthirsty aborigines
will storm the classroom in 30
seconds. Calm them. You may
use any ancient language except
Latin or Greek.

CONTRIBUTION
(Contznued from Page Two)
was in seventh heaven for several
days. Suddenly, one day, he needed the seat of his pants mended.
And he discovered No. 14 wire
wasn't so good for watering gardens. And he missed the sound
of his children's laughter. And
the plumber could do absolutely
nothing with a box of slide rules.
He gazed into his ceiling mirror
wondering what had gone wrong.
In a fit of despair he ran out of
the house and down the block.
his neighbors haven't
I hear
seen him in quite some time now;
but they've got their own problems. A government highway project is going to take the whole
block in about six months. Some
say our friend the engineer is a
weatherman in Honolulu, others
say he's doing graduate work at
Cal Tech. Some people never
learn.

ten

NO NUDES IS • • •
BEVERLY, Ohio — Pictures of
two nude women were shown for
'eight hours over ofie channel of
the cable television system of this
southeastern Ohio community recently.
About midnight, someone broke
into the studios where the TV
cameras for the "time and weather" channel automatically scan
dials giving the time, temperature
and other readings. The intruder pasted two pictures of nudes
over the dials.
No one notified the cable TV
officials until about 8 a.m.
Mb.

Biological
Engineering
Class Of 76

"fri 1"'

The biological engineering curriculum at Rose-Hulman has been
changed slightly from the 70-71
program for incoming freshmen.
The Rose-Hulman faculty decision
to begin specialization with the
freshman year for all programs is
an advantage for those students
having definite goals. Their fouryear program has been structured
to optimize intercorrelation of
courses. During the development
of the new curriculum it became
apparent that the programs in
biological and chemical engineering were almost identical for the
first two years and would allow
a student to change to the other
program at the end of two years
without loss of credit or time.
Most of the changes in the bioengineering
logical
curriculum
have been sequence changes. In
addition, increased emphasis has
been placed on design and materials science. During the freshman year CHM 115 Gen Chem III
(4 hrs )has been moved up from
the sophomore year. FM 101 Tech
Fundamentals (2 hrs) and FM
103 Intro to Design (2 hrs) are
new courses. Physics was delayed
until the sophomore year along
with Gen Hum III. The student
thus picks up basic math and
chemistry during the freshman
year plus a broad exposure to engineering science.
With a more advanced math
background, the student can develop concepts more fully in the
sophomore sequence of physics
courses. CHE 201 Material and
Energy Balance (4 hrs) is a new
course while CHE 301 Fluid Mechanics replaces EM 301 Fluid
Mechanics and moves up from the
junior year. MA 205 Engineering Statistics is also moved up
from the junior year. Gen Hum
V and CHM 361 Physical Chem I
are delayed until the junior year.
In the junior year EE 211 Electric Circuits is added as an option
to EE 201 Electrical Science.
Likewise, EE 205 Energy Conversion and EE212 Circuit Analysis
are options to EE204 Electronics
and Instrumentation for students
planning to take electrical engineering courses as senior electives.
An open elective is moved up to
the spring quarter replacing a
technical elective which is delayed
until the senior year. CHE 440
Process Control is also delayed
until the senior year.
The senior year remains very
flexible with the only major
change involving the addition of
CHE 440 Process Control. Students anticipating applying to
medical schools while completing
their degree in biological engineering will take a proposed developmental anatomy course as their
junior free elective. In the senior
year their electives will include:
fall—BI 408 Genetics; winter—BI
402 Microbiology; spring—BI 409
Embryology and BI 407 Ecology.
CHM 431 Biochemistry, BI 406
Medical Engineering, and histology and microtechnique (ISU) can
also be taken as pre-medical electives.
Biological engineering undergraduates are encouraged to take
part in the research programs of
the department and also to develop
projects of their own for elective
credit in BBI 400 Project and BI
401 Special Projects in Biology.
Current research programs include
heart valve hydrodynamics, lazer
holography of white blood cells,
and oxygen supply and demand of
waste water.
The overall effect of the changes
in the biological engineering curriculum creates a more hierarchical arrangement of courses while
expanding the flexibility of the
program to enccmpass the individual goals of the student.
Ellery Queen was one.
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Last Quarters Physical Chemistry Award for Incompetence.
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
SHOW WINS BMI AWARD
A judging panel of 12 major
figures from the musical theater
has selected "Sun, Son," a production of the Experimental Theatre
of the University of Kansas at
Lawrence, as the outstanding Varsity Show of the year in the llth
annual competition sponsored by
BMI (Broadcast Music, Inc.), the
performing rights licensing organizat,on. Cash awards to the writers of the show were made recently, Thursday October 21, at BMI
offices in New York. BMI president Edward M. Cramer presented $500 checks to Janet Hood, eomposer, and Bill Russell, lyricist.
BMI representative Jack Kerrigan
presented a check for $500 to the
sponsoring organization, October
19, at the University of Kansas.
A first honorable mention certificate has been awarded to Alpha
Psi Omega of State University
College, Oneonta, New York, sponsors of "Gnorp," with music an,
'
lyrics by Robert W. Preston. It
was the second honorable mention
for the organization and writer.
In the 10th annual competition,
Preston's "Have You Been Reading the Times Today?" was cited.
A second honorable mention certificate was awarded to "Hymn
and Her," with lyrics by Bruce
Rodgers and music by Scott La
Vine. It was produced by Delta
Kappa Theta of Potsdar.. State
University, New York.
The BMI Varsity Show Competition is open each year to young
composers and lyricists on college
campuses across the United States
and Canada. Prizes totaling $1,500 are awarded to the producing
organization and to the writers of
the best show.
The panel of judges for the llth
annual BMI Varsity Show Compe-

A non profit
ABORTION
that is'safe,
legal &
inexpensive
can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy
Referral Service
215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days
for professional, confidential
and caring help.

Mason's Liquors
3726 WABASH AVENUE
PHONE: 232-6205
DOMESTIC BEER'S IMPORTED BEER'S
LIQUOR AND CORDIALS
DOMESTIC WINES—IMPORTED WINES

tition included the following dis- Avenue, New York, New York
tinguished persons from the musi- 10017.
cal theater: John Bowab, Slade
Brown, Lehman Engel, George W.
An insurance agent said to a
George, Albert Hague, Sheldon
new client: I want to sell you
Harnick, Richard Hummler, John
this
policy. But I'm not like
Kander, George Platt, Albert Selother insurance agents. I'm
den, Tom Shepard and Bruce W.
not going to scare you into
Stark.
buying it. Take the policy home.
Rules for the 1971-72 competiSleep on it tonight. If you
tion, which closes June 30, 1972,
wake up in the morning, give
are available from Allan Becker,
me a call.
Broadcast Music, Inc., 589 Fifth

2 FOR MILE
An Introductory Sandwich
Offer to Acquaint You With Our

GENUINE

SMITHFIELD
RARIIECUE
CLIP AND PRESENT THIS

AD

FOR ONE FREE
BARBEQUE SANDWICH
When You Purchase One At The
Regular Price of .69c
Offer Good Tuesday, December 14 thru
Tuesday, December 21, 1971

AAPON BEEF
Ile Olt least lest Sandwich"

2800 W ABASH AVENUE
NEW — SIZZLER STEAK .69C
Heap Big Beef
Great Big Beef
Barbecue — Turkey
Pastrami
Heap Big Ham
Heap Big Ham & Cheese
Corned Beef
Pork Fritter
Polish Sausage
Fish
Grilled Cheese
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Corn Dog
Hot Dog
Onion Rings
Mushrooms
Potato Salad

Slaw
Fries
3 Bean Salad
75c Special
99c Special
$1.09 Special
79c Special
Pie
Donuts
Pawnee Pie
Pudding — Jello
Shawnee Shake
Coke-Tab -SpriteRoot Beer
Indianade — Pink-Orange
Iced Tea-Coffee-Tea
Hot Chocolate — Milk
Pizza
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MUM
by Doztg Hileman
The government in America has
reached the point where it controls
our lives, shapes our character,
and dulls our wonder for the world
around us. American people look
upon the American government as
one of the most invincible and sensible institutions of all time. People all over the world regard their
respective government, with great
esteem. The disadvantage to governments is that people can be
dominated by others instead of by
themselves. The "governors'" standards are not the same as any
"governee's" standards, and consequently the "governees" are unhappy.
A primary function of all governments is to establish laws, find
people who break these laws,• and
determine proper punishments for
these "wrong-doers." When people stop worrying about what other people do wrong, they can turn
their thoughts to themselves and
develop their own chat acters. This
cannot be done, however, when society is pi eoccupied looking for
"wrong-doers."
The American government is as
free or freer than most governing
bodies around the world. Yet even
in this relatively free country, we
are trapped.
acts
The government often
against the wishes of the people.
The Smiths are a so-called "typical" American family. Mr. Smith
and his wife are both in their
forties and they have two children; Cindy is sixteen and Allen
is nineteen. Mr. Smith is paying
taxes to a government that is sending money and arms to countries
he does not like. Mr. Smith cannot receive the $3.46 an hour he
bargained for on July 9; he must
be content with the $3.25 he earned
previous to that.
The government must set up
and enforce laws against such
things as rape and murder. People should not need laws like these
because they simply should not
murder or rape by their own
moral standards.
The government sets standards
for everybody when the standards
should be determined by individuals. Mrs. Smith is expecting a
baby. The Smiths do not want another baby because Mr. and Mrs.
Smith had planned on moving to
a cottage in Florida when Cindy
got into college. Mrs. Smith must
now leave the state because the
people who govern her state believe abortion is immoral. She
should be allowed to act according
to her own morals and beliefs in
her own state.
Allen was drafted in May. He
is now in Vietnam. The government will control his dress, his
hair length, and, in fact, his entire life for two years.
The government often overacts.
Mrs. Smith cannot drink her favorite soft drink because the government has found that' if she
drinks twelve cartons a week, she
will develop a heart condition.
Even though Mrs. Smith never
drank more than a bottle a day,
she cannot have any of it now.
The government often overlooks
big problems as it picks on little
ones. Mr. Smith paid a $25 fine
in city court last- week for burning leaves in his own back yard.
On the other hand, the municipal
power plant in his city spews out
tons of pollutants every day without the slightest threat from any
city official.
Cindy has to get up every morning at 6:00 to get ready to go to
school. It takes her an hour to
get ready. Why does she have to
get up so early when Turner High
School three blocks away starts at
8:30? The school bus picks her
up at 7:15 to take her to Crosstown High School nine miles away
because there aren't enough white
people attending school there. The
government, in one form or another, is controlling the life of everyone in the Smith family.
Governments nvy be toppled,
conquered, or changed dramatically overnight. Idealistically, all
governments should disappear and
people would get along quite nicely. This is not practical or realistic, but governments could conceivably fade away. A government
will not wither away, however,
until it is no longer needed. We
must fight a war—a mental war,
a war of wits—with people to make
the world safe for anarchy. Then,
and only then, can we live freely
under our own standards and be-
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WRS: Do you think any of the
Rose guys treat girls as sexpots or
sexual objects only?
UEG: There's always your
weirdos!
WRS: Would you please sum up
your thoughts as to the view and
behavior Rose-Hulman students
hold towards the female sex?
UEG: I really feel that because
there are no girls on campus during the week, the student body
would treat a girl as something
kind of special; it's no place for
someone who's a staunch believer
in Women's Lib. It just makes
me feel really nice to be treated
like a lady. I think all the students at Rose do that. I think
that their attitude towards girls
is just that they're something nice
to have around and I think they
are glad when we come.

this year
and softly stole away into
some anonymous Mary's womb
again
where in the darkest night
of everybody's anonymous soul
He awaits again
an unimaginable
and impossibly
Immaculate Reconception
the very craziest
of Second Comings

crossing the desert to Bethlehem
Pennsylvania
in a Volkswagen sled
drawn by rollicking Adirondack
reindeer
with German names
and bearing sacks of Humble Gifts
from Saks Fifth Avenue
for everybody's imagined Christ
child

by Eric Rodts
What started as a social brothcrhood between the inhabitants of
second floor Deming Hall, has
rapidly become the "campus curiChrist climbed down
osity" of Rose-Hulman. While lefrom His bare Tree
gally, it may not be a fraternity,
this year
The job applicant tried his
Tau Omega Delta (Top of Demand ran away to where
best to fill out the employment
ing) is considered as much of a
no Bing Crosby carollers
application. On the line asking
fraternity as any other by its
groaned of a tight Christmas
length of residence at present
members. Contrary to the belief
and where no Radio City angels
address, he thouht and thought
of Speed Hall residents, Tau Omeiceskated wingless
and finally wrote: About forty
ga Delta held the first freshman
thru a winter wonderland
feet, not counting the garage.
beer blast on October 9, and since
into a jinglebell heaven
that time, Tau Omega Delta pardaily at 8:30
Baby sitter to parents who
ties have become commonplace.
with Midnight Mass matinees
returned home very late: Don't
howMore frequent than parties,
apologize--if I had a kid like
ever, are the notorious deeds of CHRIST CLIMBED DOWN
Christ climbed down
yours, I wouldn't hurry home
daring which are representative of
by Lawrence Ferlinghetti
from His bare Tree
either.
TOD. It's a TOD, Bill Totten, Christ climbed down
who holds the world's record for from His bare Tree
turning 26 revolutions. Two other this year
Tau Omega Delta "boys," Fred and ran away to where
Snyder anti Bob Taft, are the there were no rootless Christmas
chief propagators of "Navelism,"
trees
Rose's newest religion. The latest hung with candy canes and breakexploit, all the details aren't in yet,
able stars
is the crashing of the AlumniSenior "Happy Hour" during
Christ climbed down
Homecoming by Tau Omega Delta from His bare Tree
forces.
this year
The Deming counselors, Bob and ran away to where
Guzzo, Mark Lagomarcino, and there were no gilded Christmas
Mark Murnan, second floor countrees
selor, don't seem to be wholly ap- and no tinsel Christmas trees
preciative of Tau Omega Delta. and no tinfoil Christmas trees
There is the possibility that they and no pink plastic Christmas trees
will be the only members of their and no gold Christmas trees
class to graduate with grey hair, and no black Christmas trees
unless of course, Tau Omega Delta and no powderblue Christmas trees
doctrines can be spread into the hung with electric candles
realms of other counselors.
and encircled by tin electric trains
Complete with a corps of little and clever cornball relatives
sisters, and rush parties, Tau
Omega Delta is rising out of the Christ climbed down
murky Deming mists to rival the from His bare Tree
powerful fraternities of Rose.
this year
and ran away to where
no intrepid Bible salesmen
A FEMALE VIEW OF
covered the territory
ROSE MEN
in two-tone cadillacs
(Continued from Page One)
and where no Sears Roebuck
views towards these girls and how
creches
did they act towards them?
complete with plastic babe in
UEG: The girls from the slave
manger
sale were there primarily to raise arrived by parcel post
money for their organizations. The the babe by special delivery
guys just got them to work. I and where no televised Wise Men
think they enjoyed having the girls prais'd the Lord Calvert Whiskey
there, and it was a pleasant change
from just seeing your roommate Christ climbed down
all the time.
from His bare Tree
CHEESEWRS: Then you wouldn't say this year
1-1-- BURGER
Rose-Hulman has an overabund- and ran away to where
Asimak
WITH PURCHASE OF r
ance of female population?
no fat handshaking stranger
fira WHOPPER, WHALER OR YUMBOrgla
UEG: No, I really wouldn't. I in a red flannel suit
41111111111111.e 3202 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute VIMOP%
think the guys appreciate seeing a and a fake white beard
1916 South 3rd St., Terre Haute
girl more when they do see one went around passing himself off
than they would at a place where as some sort of North Pole saint
there are girls all the time. I
think the guys' manners come out
more. The guys seem more polite
when they see a girl.
WRS: Do you think the absence
of girls during the school week
has any great effect upon the
studying of the students?
UEG: Definitely, because you
can get more done if you're not
being distracted every 15 minutes
and you can apply yourself better
to what you're doing if you're not
worrying about one of the girls on
campus.
WRS: Do you thing the absence
of girls could be a distraction because the students are anticipating
the weekend and hurry through
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.-7 P.M. - SUNDAYS 11-5
whatever they're doing or just
goof off?
L
cAGTLELSATR F
s ASIAly0
0NB AL
Trl
UEG: It depends on the individual student and the individual
personality because you really
00% Polyester
$25 VALUE
can't say that an absence of girls
makes a better student, or the
Sfr
ida CASUAL & DRESS
$13.95 VALUE
presence of girls would make it
hard to study. I think the idea of
PERMANENT PRESS CORDUROY -WOOL BLEND
no girls on campus takes some
getting used to, especially if you've
STRIPES & SOLIDS
$8.95 VALUE
gone to a high school where there
were girls in all your classes, and
LONG SLEEVE, V-NECK
you're used to it. But the idea of
100% VIRGIN LAMB'S WOOL $13.95 VALUE
hurrying through everything and
waiting for the weekend, I think
Oth
HEAVY
CUSHION STRETCH ORLON
ONE SIZE FITS ALL
you have to realize that no amount
of hurrying is going to make the
weekend come faster and you
A2N D
p EPRO p
LY
Ac
ES
KT
AE
GRE 196
might as well do what you're doing completely and the weekend
will get there when it does.
SOLIDS, STRIPES, PATTERNS
$6.95 VALUE
liefs, devote our attentions to our
own character, and awake to a
FAMOUS BRAND
LATEST FASHIONS $10 VALUE
rebirth of wonder of the world
around us.

ALL TOGETHER

KETV:IeS

USTARD

HAVE A HAPPY HOLIDAY
WHEn YOU RETURfl ...BRInG...

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
FRFF
AT BuRGER

J.PACKARD LTD
C.uh.toin ShihintakthA

FACTORY OUTLET
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FAMOUS BRAND

IF YOU'VE GOT THE TIME,
WE'VE GOT THE BEER
MILLER HIGH LIFE

$10 VALUE
$4.95 VALUE
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395
149- 249
2for 225
each 129
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ROSE'S OWN MUSIC MACHINE

by Bob Shaw
Of the many clubs here on the
by Doug Hileman
the WRTR
Almost without exception, stu- Rose-Hulman campus,
Club ranks among
dents are unhappy with the Hu- Broadcasting
it comes to schoolmanities Department at Rose. the top when
WRTR is the stuMany students think that humani- wide service.
station that can be
ties should be eliminated altogeth- dent-run radio
from 12:00 noon uner. Nevertheless, the fact remains heard daily
a.m. It can be received
that unless Rose wants to manu- til 2:00
most of the dorms at
facture walking encyclopedias and very well in
on the AM dial. In
eggheads, students must take some 1550 KHZ
poor AM reception,
sort of humanities and/or social those with
be heard every night
sciences to round themselves out. WRTR can
Terre Haute station,
The problem is how to structure over another
at 102.7 MHZ from
the department to meet each in- WPFR-FM
until 12:00 midnight.
dividual's needs and wants. The 9:00 p.m.
The WRTR Broadcasting Club
Humanities Department is curat Rose in 1966
rently being evaluated by the fac- was established
with the help of Professor Priest.
ulty.
in the basement
The department now is strictly Studios are now
The posters on the
Humanities I, Humanities II, Hu- of BSB Hall.
main studio sufficimanities III, etc. It should be re- door give the
The present fastructured into courses frqm which ent identification.
, a
turntable,
students could pick their courses. cilities include two
microphone, the conIn this way, teachers in the hu- tape deck, a
varied
monitors, and
manitiez department would teach trol board,
equipment. The area
what they are interested in and engineering
to WRTR includes
d
appropriate
enjoy rather than one predeterthe actual broadcasting studio, a
mined course.
with facilities
Several courses could be offered lounge just outside
actual production
in American literature, dividing for seeing the
hearing the
for
and
the literature into various time of a show
also an engineerperiods. Another course could ex- finished product,
a storage room.
plore current and recent best-sell- ing room and
WRTR is staffed solely by stuers such as Future Shock, The
their own
Source, QB VII, Rosemary's Baby, dents. Members have
hours per
The Pentagon Papers, and/or oth- shows, usually for two
week, or three hours if the memers.
'Chic
One or more courses could be ber has a year's experience. comtheir show
offered in both English and Rus- disc jockeys run
music
their
select
They
sian literatur e. Shakespeare's pletely.
approximately
alone could constitute at least one from a library of
and 175 45's.
course. Courses such as these 100 LP's, 20 tapes,
The library of WRTR consists
could be geared for a minimum of
format of
the
repetition. For example, Shake- of records follovving
An old term
speare's poetry and sonnets could "progressive" music.
music is "underbe discussed one quarter, and his for this type of
"progressive" artplays could be studied other quar- ground." Some
ists are Iron Butterfly, the Dooi
ters.
Black
A course in the classics such as Steppenwolf, Frank Zappa,
Jimi HenHomer, Virgil, and Cicero could Sabbath, Grand Funk,
Country Joe
be offered. Mythology is a pos- drix, Led Aeppelin,
and the Fish, and Deep Purple.
sible course.
this format
follows
There could be a course in poet- WRTR strictly
music Monday
ry. After analyzing poetry, stu- of "progressive"
Sunday is the
dents would try their hand at through Saturday.
open format.
writing poetry themselves. A cre- DJ's choice, meaning
WRTR has a tremendous amount
ative writing class would tax the
WRTR
pus.
off-cam
imagination of students if they of prestige
FM effective
had to write about common things goes 50,000 watts
nightly. This is
such as an apple or the burning radiated power
of a match. A course such as
this could almost have to be virtually unstructured.
Rose lacks in communications
training, which is vital to scientific reporting. Perhaps there
could be a course in reading, writing, and interpreting formal scientific reports. Rose lacks any
sort of speech course. Essay analysis and essay writing is another possible course.
There could be a science fiction
course for science fiction buffs.
Styles of various writers (Asimov,
Bradbury, etc.) would be compared
through their works.
Perhaps a course could be offered in Indian folklore. A course
in religion could explore the beliefs and differences in Hinduism,
Buddhism, Confucionism, Taosim,
Judaism, and Christianity.
What do you think about a plan
such as the one described above?
Please take time out to respond to
The Thorn at Box 15-6 to say
whether or not you would favor
such a reconstruction of the Humanities Department. Also indicate what courses, if any, you
would like to see offered. Feel
free to suggest any not mentioned
above.

over WPFR-FM, and the show is
called "Nightrain." Once again,
it's on nine to twelve at 102.7
MHZ. The "Nightrain" show is
also handled completely by students. The disc jockey is a student, the engineer at the WPFR
transmitter is a student, and
advertising is handled by students.
The "Nightrain" show is the pride
of the club, and it competes tremendously for the listening audience with the two "top-40" stations, WBOW and WTHI. "Nightrain," upon its arrival in March
of this year, affected greatly che
formats of these two stations.
Let's all remember that WRTR
is our radio station. It's practically commercial-free, so we don't
have to listen to a lot of propaganda with a little music. WRTR
is all music. WRTR is also known
as "gab-free radio," meaning there
is no long rapid-fire "groovey"
jargon coming from the mouths of
hyperactive DJ's.
If you have any record you'd
like to hear, give the WRTR studios a call on extension 350, or call
877-2132, or simply drop in sometime.

matter so widespread in American
19th century painting. Centered
in the foreground of the canvas is
the schooner itself, surrounded by
a restlessly swollen sea. Extraordinary attention is given to detail. Atop the ship, three flags
wave, one the U.S. flag, a second
carrying the name of the ship
"Hannah McLoon," and a third
bearing the initials LBK, the last
designates the name of the owners, L. B. Keen and Company of
Rockland, Maine, for whom the
ship had been built in 1874, four
years before the painting itself
was executed.
The Blumberg memorial will be
on special display in the gallery
lobby tilt ough December 12th and
thereafter will be placed in the
permanent exhibition of 19th century American painting.
The Sheldon Swope Art Gallery
is open Tuesday through, Saturday,
12 noon to 5 p.m., on Sunday from
2 p.m. to 5 p.m., and on Tuesday
evening from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m.
The Gallery is closed regularly on
Monday. Admission is free at all
times. Guided. tours for groups
may be arranged by appointment.
For information telephone 2322180.

ART GALLERY
BENJAMIN BLUMBERG
R
MEMORIAL ANNOUNCED CALENDA
DECEMBER, 1971
As a memorial to the late Benjamin Blumberg, the Board of the
Sheldon Swope Art Gallery recently announced the acquisition of an
art work of special significance.
It is a marine painting depicting
the schooner Hannah McLoon and
was executed in 1878 by the American artist William G. Yorke.
Mr. Blumberg served for more
than five years as a member of
the Bcrard of Overseers of the
Gallery. His interests in art were
varied but most especially he was
dedicated to the American theme.
Howard E. Wooden, director of
Swope Gallery, comments that
"this work is indeed a fitting
tribute to Mr. Blumberg. It is
competently rendered and glorifies
an important epoch in American
life."
The work splendidly illustrates
the interest in marine subject

nual
Open
Christmas Season
House.
Tuesday, December 14-12 noon
to 9 p.m.: one day exhibition and
sale of original prints, arranged
by The Tomlinson Collection, Baltimore, Maryland.
8:00 p.m. Member's Art Appreciation Class.
Wednesday, December 15—
Christmas Toys and Games from
Victorian America (thru 1-9-72).
Note: In addition, the 1971 Collector's Choice Exhibition and the
Matta D Exhibition will continue
throughout December and into the
New Year.
The Sheldon Swope Art Gallery
is open Tuesday through Saturday, 12 noon to 5 p.m., on Sunday
from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., and on
Tuesday evening from 7:00 to
9:30 p.m. The Gallery is closed
regularly on Monday and will be
closed on December 25 and 26 for
Christmas and on January 1 and
2 for the New Year. Admission
is free at all times. Guided tours
for groups may be arranged by
appointment. F o r information,
telephone 232-2180.
Magistrate: You cannot drive
now for two years, for you're
a danger to pedestrians.
Defendant: But your honor,
my living depends on it.
Magistrate : So does theirs.

Sunday, December 12 — Christmas in Art: Sacred arcl
works from the permanent collectio-, (thru 1 4-72).
Swope Gallery Christmas Garden Display (thru 1-4-72).
3:00 p.m. Recital by DePauw
Madrigal Singers followed by an-

FINE
TAILORING
30 South Seventh Street
232-8338

IF YOU LOVE ANIMALS DON'T EAT THEM.
FOR FREE INFORMATION OR FOR WAYS YOU CAN HELP,
WRITE

AMERICAN VEGETARIANS
AKRON, OHIO 44313.

BOX 5424,

(Our group has no paid employees.)

OOK BEFORE YOU(EAP!
Look before you buy that diamond. In Elliott's Diamond Grading
Contest, 48% of those who entered could not tell the difference between a flawless diamond and an imperfect stone (with imperfections visible to the naked eye) and that is why we say to look before you leap, as knowing about diamonds will enable you to receive
the best diamond for your money.

Even if you are not planning on buying a diamond in the immediate
future, why not come to Ross Elliott Jewelers for a free copy of
"The Day You Buy A Diamond."

NON-CREDIT COURSE
PLANNED
(Contznued Iron: Page One)
tion for the State examination
should be made to the Indiana
Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, 1021 State Office Building, Indianapolis, Ind. 4 6 2 0 4
(Phone: 317-633-6790).
Prof. Hooper said the review
would cover a wide range of topics in the various fields of engineering, with members of the
Rose-Hulman faculty in the various disciplines teaching their special areas. Inquiries or suggestions
may be directed to Prof. Hooper
at Rose-Hulman (Phone: 812-8771511).
Further announcements on the
course will be made in December
after the size of the enrollment and
areas of special interest are ascertained.

CONTEST RESULTS
First prize, Linda Jones;
Second prize, Peggy Rhoads;
Third prize, Stu Naar.

Other

wi nner s:

Phyllis Ballard, Colleen Cantwell, Mrs. James Favre,
Richard Hitch, Bill Kassis, Randall Lyness, Phil Nicholson,
David Reedy, Jenny Reitmeyer, Stephanie Voda, Peggy Weishaar,
Janice Williams, and Robert Wood.

An inventor came up with a
black night light for people who
like to sleep in total darkness.
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MUTCHNER'S
NEW THOUGHTS
Last season Coach John Mutchner and Rose-Hulman's basketball
team were forced to slow down,
wait, set up and win more than
half of the time with a more deliberate style of play.
Mutchner was to the point of
removing his hair by the roots as
a result.
"I hated every minute of that
standing around," Mutchner recalls. "But we weren't going to
break any land speed records running ,so we stayed with it."
That was last year's 13-12 season. Mutchner has new thoughts
on the subject.
To clear up any possible misconceptions, though, it is important
to note that there was no single
reason that forced Rose-Hulman
to play more deliberately. There
were several.
In the 1970-71 season Mutchner
had a roster full of sophomores
and freshmen (seven and five respectively) along with only two
seniors and one junior to anchor
the team. And the runner and
gunner himself, Rose-Hulman's alltime leading scorer guard Don
Ings, was gone via graduation.
There was a lack of experience
and depth. And the run-n-gun style
demands adjustments.
Also the running style demands
horses—fast ones ,at that-- and
Mutchner felt that it would take
time to find the thoroughhreds in
the young roster. He needed
thoroughbreds who could take the
ball off of the bankboards, too,
and after three games he lost 6-7
sophomore Jim Eppen, who had
been a super-frosh, to academic
pursuits for the duration of the
campaign. Then team injuries
hampered the rest.
Plain and simple, the conditions
were not conducive to the style
Mutchner preferred and long had
been successful in using. The
winning, 13-12 record—Rose-Hulman's sixth winning basketball

season in seven years—was considered a compromise.
Mutchner's plans for the coming season include no compromises,
no 13-12 records, though. When
he leans back in his chair, smiles,
and says, "We're going to play
the way we used to . . ." one immediately realizes that.
He must face the fact that the
Engineers are still young, but the
factors
experience and depth
which were missing are now present. He has a squad of 13 returning lettermen—eight juniors and
five sophomores. Plus he can
boast of two fast horses for freshmen.
Mutchner calls the forward slot
his foremost strength, citing twoyear starters Gary Dougan and
Larry Erwin along with junior
Joe Snyder, sophomore Randy
Wadsworth, and freshman Bill
Ransbottom as the top competitors for the two starting roles.
At center Eppen has returned
and brought with him the rebounding and inside shooting talents
that the Engineers missed so much
last season.
The backcourt depth is welcomed
with the likes of freshmen alternating starters Clayton Black and
Terry Eades, junior Dallas Canfield, other sophomore talents Jim
Hammond, and Mike Kilpatrick,
freshman Dennis Townsend, and
junior Rick Henthorn, who was
forced to sit out his sophomore
season with a back injury.
But, of course, the schedule has
improved, too, with the addition of
Valparaiso, Indiana University at
Kokomo, Northern Kentucky State
and St. Joseph's. The four newcomers are added to the likes of
Indiana Central and Transylvania.
In the middle of the Engineers'
schedule is an unprecedented trip
to Europe to play such teams as
the AAU All-Stars, the London
All-Stars, and the University of
Munich. During that trip of two
weeks the Engineers are planning
some eight games.
Cockroaches will inherit
Earth if they're not careful.

CIEVIMER CO.
1216 WABASH AVENUE
WISHES EVERYONE AT ROSE-HULMAN
VERY MERRY STEREO
HOLIDAY SEASON

A POOR WAYFARING
MAN OF GRIEF
by James Montgomery
A poor wayfaring man of grief,
Hath often cross'd me on my way,
Who sued so humbly for relief
That I could never answer Nay.
I had not power to ask his name;
Whither he went or whence he
came;
Yet there was something in his eye
That vvon my love, I know not why.
Once when my scanty meal was
spread,
He entered—not a word he spake!
Just perishing for want of bread;
I gave him all; he blessed it,
brake.
And ate, but gave me part again;
Mine was an angel's portion then,
For while I fed with eager haste
The crust was manna to my taste.
I spied him where a fountain
burst,
Clear from the rock—his strength
was gone,
The heedless water mocked his
thirst,
He heard it, saw it hurrying on.
I ran and rais'd the suff'rer up;
Thrice from the stream he drain'd
my cup,
Dipped and return'd it running
o'er;
I drank and never thirsted more.
'Twas night, the floods were out,
it blew
A winter hurricane aloof;
I heard his voice, abroad, and flew
To bid him welcome to my roof.
I warm'd, I cloth'd, I cheer'd my
guest,
I laid him on my couch to rest;
Then made the earth my bed, and
seem'd
In Eden's garden while I dream'd.

the Stripp'd, wounded, beaten nigh to
death,
I found him by the highway side;
I rous'd his pulse, brought his
breath,
Reviv'd his spirit, and supplied
Wine, oil, refreshment — he was
heal'd;
I had myself a wound conceal'd;
But from that hour forgot the
smart,
And peace bound up my broken
heart.
In prison I saw him next—condemn'd
To meet a traitor's doom at morn;

two for tea
From one beer lover to another.
THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226
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tide of lying tongues I
stemm'd.
And honor'd him mid' shame and
scorn.
The

FEEDING TIME
AT THE ZOO

by S. W. Sedgwick
The library at Rose has not
My friendship's utmost zeal to lately been thought adequate by
try,
most people. However, it did fill
He asked if I for him would die; a greatly needed function as the
The flesh was weak, my blood ran principal study area for most stuchill,
dents not only using reference
But the free spirit cried, "I will!" works but also engaged in Nvorking problems, "psyching out" a
Then in a moment to my view
computer program, or trying to
The stranger started from dis- get that Hum. paper done before
guise;
next hour. Last year, and espeThe tokens in his hands I knew, cially last quarter, a problem has
The Savior stood before mine eyes. been generated that almost destroys this important function of
He spake—and my poor name he the library. This problem is the
nam'cl—
noise in the room. In the middle
"Of me thou hast not been of the day I would put the decibel
asham'd
level in the library up against any
These deeds shall thy memorial zoo at feeding time.
be;
There seems no easy, magical
Fear not, thou didst them unto "plug" to solve this problem and
me."
there is not any one group involved. Frat groups congregate in
one part of the room, nurds in another, an independents in still anResidents of Speed first floor other ;each group contributing its
have been the victirns of countless share to the general disaster area.
epidemics of various diseases since People talk in loud voices, laugh,
sit on tables, yell across the room,
the second quarter began.
A sign on the door of 105 reads: and generally enjoy themselves
"Beware: herein lies the plague" while wrecking one of the few
as DaveNycz huddles inside suf- areas Rose has for supposed "quiet
fering from both infections hepa- study."
Several concerned students have
titis mononucleosis — CORRECTION—Dave now writhes in mis- circulated a small petition which
ery in Room 6 of Deming Hall, will soon be presented to Student
Congress. It is questionable as to
where he has been quarantined.
John Gillespie has made several just what the Congress or anyelse can do but if you have
one
his
concerning
trips to the doctor
ailments. He sleeps all the time, been bothered by this problem I
though, and nobody can figure out urge you to grab your student repwhat he has—including the doctor. resentative (listed in main hall)
His temperature is 100; we do and give him your opinion. It only
takes thirty seconds and only in
know that.
Bill Crellin spent the night of this way is there any chance for
December 7 under two blankets success.
If possible try to help the probshivering. He could not breathe,
he was dizzy, and his temperature lem yourself. When in the library
talk
in low tones, if you want to
and
Barrett
read 102.5. Clifford
Paul Eck were both thoroughly have a reunion with a frat brother
sick and everyone on the floor had or fellow independent do it in the
contracted acute diarrhea, as did hall or student lounge, and try to
use the library for a place for
second floor Deming.
All we can say is that we hope study, or reading or writing. With
the plague doesn't spoil everyone's just a little consideration this will
Christmas. Once people return to cease to be a problem.
real home-cooked food, though, the
NEW YORK CITY URBAN
situation should improve.

SPEED HALL EPIDEMICS

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

WHAT'S NEW IN
MATHEMATICS
Staff—Bill Ritter with interests in Algebra and Logic—education at Harvard and MIT—teaching experience at Dartmouth, University of Washington and University of Pacific — family, a wife
and four children.
Bill Schindel with interests in
computer science and applied mathematics—education at Rose—work
experience at IBM—family, a wife
intended in January.
Gary Sherman with interests in
Algebra — education at Bowling
Green State University in Ohio
and Indiana University—interesting fact ,he was drafted to play
pro football but wisely chose to
work toward a Ph.D. in mathematics instead—family, a wife and
three children, the youngest born
last week.
Courses—Four (count 'em four)
linear algebra courses freshman,
sophomore and two different Junior level, some schools require
linear algebra of all engineering
majors—a new coruse MA 215
Basic Concepts in Mathematics including sets, logic and an introduction to real numbers—a possible three course sequence in abstract algebra next year—a revision of the advanced calculus type
courses with Advanced Cale I and
II more "pracitcal," Advanced Engineering Math II will not be offered, a course in intermediate
analysis probably offered next
year.
Contests—The High School Math
Contest was November 13 with
about 200 boys at Rose and 200
girls at St. Mary-of-the-Woods—
the Indiana College Math Contest,
we hope to win it again in 1972,
the three man team has not yet
been selected—The Putnam exam
—a six hour national exam with a
team from each college. The Rose
team made an excellent showing
last year and seven students have
just "completed" this year's exam.
Sample problems:
The hardest from the high school
contest:
Mr. Smith, his sister, and his
son and daughter played tennis.
The best player's twin (who is
one of the players) and the worst
player are of the opposite sex. The
best player and worst player are

(Contlnued Irom Page One)
fer young men and women a
unique learning experience in urban government by providing the
opportunity to study the challenge
of managing the city while taking
an active role in its government.
The Fellows serve in highly responsible and challenging positions
involving policy and program planning, problem solving, research
and general administration. Their
assignments are at all levels and
in all areas of the government,
often as assistants to agency
heads and their deputies, and
mayoral assistants. In addition,
the Fellows participate in weekly
informal seminars with prominent
city officials, community representatives and experts in urban
affairs.
Fellows will serve full-time from
September 1972-June 1973, receive
a $4,000 stipend from the city and
academic credit and supplementary
funds from the universitie3. To
be eligible, students must be registered in an undergraduate or
graduate degree program while
serving as Fellows, and must have
completed their junior year of college prior to the start of the Fellowship year. The closing date for
receipt of all completed applications is January 31, 1972. If •,lore
applications are needed, please
write directly to me.
Mayor Lindsay has stated: "The
accomplishments of the Fellows
have more than met our very hign
expectations. They have not only
performed their demanding resDonsibilities well, they hav,i also
brought a fresh approach to the
critical issues we face. Theit enerpy and intellect have been a
significant input into our ov,n efforts at change and reform."
the same age. Who is the best
player?
The easiest from the Putnam
Exam:
Let S be a set and let 0 be a
binary operation on S satisfying
the two laws
x o x equals x for all x in S,
and (x o y) o z equals (y o z)
o x for all x, y, z in S.
Show that o is associative and
commutative.
If you can solve both of these,
the prize is permission to become
a math major.
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Rose-Hulman
Gridders Cited
Four Rose-Hulman players
were named to the NAIA all-district football team this week.
Kevin Murphy, junior split
end; Jerry DeMeyer. junior

tackle; Bill Randall, junior defensive back. and Dave Burgner, defensiN,e end. were the
Engineers honor e d. Twentythree players in all were cited.
In the offensive backfield were
Erich Blevens of Hanover, Dan

it has only six at the present
time.
The overall records of the teams
are: the first team, 4 wins and 1
loss in postal competition. The
second team has a 3 and 2 record,
and the freshman team is 0 and 4.
At a recent invitational match
in Cincinnati the R.O.T.C. team,
comprised of members of the 1st
and 2nd teams, placed second
while the varsity placed 7th in
their division. The teams are still
awaiting results from three postal
invitationals.
Between now and Christmas
break there are two more invitationals for the team to shoot; U.
of Nevada Christmas Inv. and the
National Society of American Military Engineers Inv. Also the
Rifle Club is having Phase I of
its Club International Championship. In this competition there
are more than 20 trophies and
medals given out. Participating
in this match will be approximately 120 club members. This is
more than 100 per cent increase
in the size of the club over last
year. 1747ith this increase in the
size of the club it was possible to
make the improvements on the
range. It has also made competition within the club extremely
high. This in turn has improved
team scores. Individual scores on
the varsity are up 15-20 points
over last year. The team scores
are up 120 points from the year
before. This year for the first
time there have been three 4-man
teams over the 100 pt. mark out
of a possible 1200, which is a
marked increase from the previous
season.
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very competitive nationally."
After the break there will be
meets against Ohio State, U. of
Wisconsin, and other large schools.
The Captain said that he thought
that the team would be competing
against Ohio on an equal basis,
Ohio is a Nationally ranked team.
This weekend the R.O.T.C. team
will be competing in the Midwest
Regional at Purdue, and expect to
beat Purdue among a few other
notable teams.

When asked about league standings, Capt. Capicick, the coach,
said that as of yet the team had
not received any word on their
standings. The 1st team is in
the NRA East Coast league, the
2nd and 3rd teams are in the NRA
West Coast league. When asked
for a comment on the future outlook of the team he said that it
was . . . "encouraging. We are
in the second stage of rebuilding
and by next year we should be

Two duffers were enjoyi
their liquid refreshment at t
19th hole one day.
"My wife says she'll leave ma:
if I don't stop playing golf."
"Gee, that's too bad," sa'
his friend.
"Yeah, I'll really miss her.'
A common eighteenth cente
bedroom game was to put a I
on a nightcap and toss in yot
sleep.

1971-72 ROSE-HULMAN
BASKETBALL ROSTER
NO

I

NAME

,
Y

R

53 53

POS.

HT.

WT. ,
'

Jr.

G:

an

F

6'

20

Jr.

Larry Erwin

F

6'3

190

Do

)3

33

Jr

Joe Snyder

F

6'1

175 .

43

43

Jr.

Jim Eppen

C

6'7

205 :,.

23

23

Jr.

Rick Henthorn

G

6'0

170

G

_5,6

155

'
Jr

DaLlas Canfield

15

15

Jr

TOM Hans

F

6'4

170

)5

35

So.

Mike Bennett

C

6,5

200 '

13

13

So.

Jim Hammon --

G

6,0

170

)1

31

So

Mike Kilpatrick

G

5,11

175 ;

11

11

So.

Clayton Black

G

5,11

160

25

25

So.

Terry Eades

G

6,0

180

45

45

So.

Randy Wadsworth

F

6,3

18C

21

21

Fr.

Denny Townsend

G

6,2

165

,51

51

Fr.

Bill Ransbottom

F

6,5

185

41

_

HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
Holland, Indiana
h School
Ho and
Terre Haute, Ind.
Gerstmeyer High
Vincennes, Indiana
Vincennes Catholic
Indianapolis, Ind.
:
Indianapolis Speedway
Cincinnati, Ohio
Aiken High School
Frankton, Indiana
Frankton High
Worthington, Ind.
Worthington-Jefferson
Chicago, Illinois
Chicago Mendel
West Milton, Ohio
West Milton High
East Chicago, Ind.
Washington High
Eaton, Ohio
Eaton High
Evansville, Indiana
Evansville North
Cincinnati, Ohio
Finneytown Higb
Hamilton, Ohio
Garfield High
Springfield, Ohio
Northwestern High

HIGH SCHOOL COACH

Mechanical

Howard Sharpe

Mechanical Engr. '

Ralph HOlscher

Biological Engr :

Morris Pollard

Mechanical Engr..,
Pre-Med

Paul Davis

Mechanical Engr

Steve Campbell

Civil Engineerin4

Ron Mellen

Mechanical Engr

Ken Schaeffer

Civil Engr.

John Molodet

Computer Science

Dean Stoltz

Mechanical Engr. '

Jim Rausch•

Chemical Engr.

Tom McMahon

Biological Engr.,

Bob Sweeten

Mechanical Engr. ,

Terry Boate

Aerospace Engr.

Coach: John Mutchner
Assts: Bob Kaufman and Don Johnson
Mgrs: Dan MeEowen and Terry Hopkins
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demon, Tom Haus weld of
Franklin, and Mike .McGowan of
Taylor.
Linebackers are Mike Paul
of Hanover, Manchester's Fred
Bullock and Taylor's Dennis Mc
Bride. In the defensive second
ary with R a n d,a I I are Steve
Barnum of Hanover and Scott
Parsons of Taylor.

READY ON THE RIGHT?
READY ON THE LEFT?
READY ON THE FIRING LINE?
COMMENCE FIRING! BANG!
by JaIlleS Taylor
Those are the commands heard
on Rose's rifle range. As of late
the rifle range has been the scene
of many improvements. The range
is now self-contained, that is the
firers are separated from the spectators and from the shooters
lounge. This makes for a much
quieter range which usually means
higher scores. Another improvement to the range is the addition
of two new firing points. There
is a good possibility that the range
might be expanded to ten points,
Bar

Remember these ads?
We ran them in a lot of college
newspapers last year.Their purpose
was to answer SOMe ofthe critical
questions students were asking about
our company.
Maybe you saw them. A lot of
students did. And a lot wrote
to us about them.In many cases the
ads triggered additional questions,
questions so provocative
that we've decided to expand our
communications with college
students.
We're doing it in several ways.
We've already started to have
conferences of student opinion
leaders and GE people at our various

GENERAL

plantlocations.These conferences
permit deep probing of sticky
questions.They help usto understand
the concerns of students. But they
involve relatively few students and
GE people.
So we're going to share some of
the questions and answers (like the
ones above) with you by continuing
our ads in college newspapers.
And we'll rnake sure our people
see your questions,too—through
company magazines and plant
newspapers.
We think your conc,erns are
important. And we think you should
know how seriously we take them.

ELECTRIC

..r

Paul McGreeT

Taylor of Manchester, Neal
Rector of Anderson, and Ralph
Mertz of Earlham. In the offensive line are Tim Albert of
Anderson, Herschel Estridge of

Earlham, Jerry Badovinac of
Earlham, and DeMeyer.
Other receivers in addition to
Murphy are Keith Ferguson of
Anderson and Dave Ene,lert of
Earlham. On the defensive line
are Burgner, Bob Johnson of
Hanover, Dick Caplinger of An-

MAJOR

Woo, Neal

Ef

